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Observations:
• For several recent events, and a number of events included in the prototype test suite, Onsite has
split the event and issued multiple alerts. The first alert has typically been reasonable when
compared with catalogue parameters for the real event. The subsequent false alerts have
locations at significant distance from the real event and magnitudes of the same order.
•

Event splitting occurs because Onsite has two configurable parameters that limit which station
data can be associated with an existing event. Stations further than 300km from the event origin
or with alert times greater than 60s after the event origin time are automatically rejected from
association and a new event is created. Such parameters were implemented to stop multiple
events, particularly aftershocks, being combined.

•

Splitting observed in recent examples and in the test suite events falls into two categories:
◦ False new events generated when P-wave signals are received from stations at distances
greater than 300km from the real event location.
◦ False new events generated when S-wave signals (Onsite failed to reject them based on
waveform criteria) are received with time differences greater than 60s after the real event
origin.

•

Recent examples:
◦ 20 Feb 2016 Lucerne Valley, M4.3 (2nd event generated for signals at distances > 300km):

◦ 16 Feb 2016 Big Pine, M4.8 (2nd event generated for signals at distances > 300km):

Code and configuration changes:
•

Rather than work only with the existing parameters, we have implemented a 'moveout cone' for
associating station triggers. The aim is to maintain the behaviour of not combining events, while
allowing for more distant P and S-wave arrivals to be correctly associated. (See figure below for
further details.)

•

The changes and configuration have been assessed using the test suite events and show a
significant reduction in split events. We will now begin trialling the code in real-time/prototype
testing.

•

Remaining issues:
◦ Split events still occur for events where the network is sparse. An additional parameter
allows events to 'time-out' when no new station data arrive. For areas with sparse coverage,
this parameter is short enough that the real event 'times out' before more distant stations are
triggered. We will review current station density with respect to the timeout parameter.
◦ Gross (e.g. >>50km) mislocation of the original event can still lead to event splitting and is
being further investigated with an alternative location method.
◦ Behaviour for noise/calibration tests/recentering pulses is unknown at the moment.

•

The 'moveout cone' is shown for the Chino Hills test suite event (29 Jul 2008). Time given on
the x-axis is the 7 minutes of test data, y-axis distance is relative to the catalogue origin. Blue
crosses indicate station triggers. The red solid line plots the theoretical P-wave moveout for the
event occurring at 120s after the start of the test. The green solid line plots the theoretical
S-wave moveout. Dashed red and green lines represent the 'moveout cone' within which triggers
will be associated with this event. Solid grey lines at 300km and 60s represent the original
association thresholds and show why this event was split (generated multiple alerts) during
previous test runs. The black star indicates Onsite's event alert, issued by the modified code that
uses moveout for association.

